.199(5.05) DIAMETER THRU 8 HOLES EQUALLY SPACED ON 3.250(82.55) DIA. B.C.

WR187 COVER FLANGE
OTHER FLANGE TYPES ALSO AVAILABLE

1.96 (49.8)

SMA FEMALE
OTHER CONNECTOR TYPES AVAILABLE, CONSULT FACTORY

3.63 (92.08) DIA.

.25 (6.4)

2.60 (66.0)

SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RANGE: 3.95 TO 5.85 GHz
INSERTION LOSS: 0.17 dB MAX.
VSWR: 1.15:1 NOM., 1.25:1 MAX. (ENTIRE BAND)
POWER RATING: 50 W. AVG., 3.0 kW PEAK
CONNECTOR: SMA FEMALE
MATERIAL: ALUMINUM, STD. - BRASS OR COPPER AVAILABLE
FINISH: YELLOW CHROMATE (IRIDITE) PAINTED FINISHES AVAILABLE